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Transcript

Announcer Who you are defines how you build. 00:00:08,960 - Welcome YouTube and Stanford communities 00:00:11,400 to the Entrepreneurial Thought Leader seminar. Today we have one of our very own. I'm very excited to welcome Lynda Kate Smith to the Entrepreneurial Thought Leaders seminar. Lynda is a colleague of mine and also a fellow Fenwick and West Educator of Entrepreneurship in the school of engineering at Stanford. Within Stanford she is famous for teaching global entrepreneurial marketing in the department of management science and engineering. That class draws on expertise that Lynda's gained as the chief marketing officer for companies, or the VP or SVP of marketing, for companies that have included Twilio, Jive, Genpact, Nuance, and Genesis Telecommunication Laboratories. She's currently a consultant and fractional CMO for mParticle and Misty Robotics, and is an advisor for a variety of developer focused companies, from low code development platforms to smart contracts, and cryptocurrency companies. She also serves on the boards of Coder Pad and Click'n Tile. Her global entrepreneurial marketing class is around 20 sessions that covers the whole gamut of marketing.

We've asked her today, we've invited her today to try to give us a snapshot in the next hour of that, and she's graciously accepted. So without further adieu, please welcome Lynda. - All right, well thank you. 00:01:32,410 And I'm assuming that no one has run away from the topic of marketing. So we're gonna be good to get going here and super excited to share this with you. I am passionate about marketing and I am passionate about marketing to developers as well as other audiences. So let's see if I can't give you a few of the lessons that I've learned across the journey that I've had and the variety of companies that I've had to chance to work with. So we're gonna talk about what marketing is, again, and I will make jest of this, but now that I do a lot of work with developer marketing I know that there's one thing that developers hate worse than marketing, and that's sales. But we're gonna talk a little bit about what marketing is. And then we'll go through my favorite lessons learned.

Again, as Ravi said, in the GEM program you would get 20 sessions that covered a lot of this. Well, we're gonna give you the snack size portion of this today. So let's get started with what marketing is. And this is a big step, because one of the things that I really try to work on, especially in GEM which again has a lot of engineering students in it, is try to get them to understand that marketing isn't just fluff, there's actually a science behind it. And it's a super interesting science. And oh by the way, once you know the science, as a consumer or a person that sees a lot of marketing in your day-to-day life, you start going, oh all right, I know the science behind that, I get what they're trying to do with me. So it's kind of a fun topic once you
get into it. So if you were to Google, marketing, or do a search engine run on marketing, you’re gonna find a ton of definitions out there. This first one makes me laugh because I am a consumer, and boy, do they have my number. Marketing is helping your customers understand how much they need something they never knew they needed.

And as a consumer you can relate to that, yeah, I didn’t know that I needed that thing, and all of a sudden, I own one. Marketing can really persuade people in that sense. But the definition that resonates most with me as being a serial CMO out there is this one, marketing today is finally customer focused, outside-in perspective, which we’re gonna drill down a little bit further into here in the next section. Social media made that happen. It did give a voice to customers. Markets are once again conversations, many to many. I can’t tell you how fun that has made marketing. It used to be a one to many, and now it’s a many to many type operation. Marketing is about knowing the market, creating the right product, creating desire for that product, and letting the right people know you have it. The reason this one resonates with me is you see a whole life cycle there.

A lot of times people think of marketing as just that one piece, creating desire. For me, marketing is the full strategic process, it’s from understanding the market I’m going after, understanding the audience I’m going after. I have very often had product management or product marketing reporting to me, so it’s about diving into the product itself. It is about creating that desire, that demand piece of it. And then it’s about the customer and retaining that customer thereafter. It’s the whole strategic process. The other thing is, marketing is a strategy. And when it’s really done well, it can really drive a company forward. When it’s not done well, then it’s just a bunch of random tactics. So as entrepreneurs, when you start thinking about marketing for your company, something to really think about is how do I make this strategic? How do I make it proactive? And how do I not let it just end up being a bunch of tactics that I’m not sure I need or not? Now, what really is come to be, is marketing is about growth.

Our job as marketers is to drive growth and to drive it profitably. And when you think about driving growth profitably, you really start thinking about, wow, marketing is central to accompany. It’s central to a company’s business, to get to that revenue number that you're trying to get to. And there are different types of companies, different types of marketing efforts. In some, marketing is very supportive of a revenue effort. So supporting a selling effort, because sales has needed to be involved. But there are other companies like product-led growth companies, where you’ll often see marketing even own the whole revenue number. So at the end of the day, marketing’s focus is about driving that growth. Now that then begs the question, what is entrepreneurial marketing? Well it's based on the same fundamentals of traditional marketing. We use the same push tactics, pull tactics, we have the same fundamentals about driving that demand, but there's a different orientation.

When you're in an entrepreneurial company, and oh, know by the way, that can be an entrepreneurial organization within a well-established company. But when you're in that entrepreneurial mode, you've got to move fast. The company’s moving fast. You've gotta be agile because yeah, there are gonna be changes and turns ‘cause things aren't established yet. You have to leverage passion, the passion of the founders, the passion of the product that you're working on or the service that you're developing. And you've got to be creative. We’re gonna come back to that one in a minute. And you're focused on establishing the company in an industry or establishing a product in an industry. And you're really focused on that rapid growth again. Now that may sound, eh, it's gotta be easy, Marketing is easy.

Well the reality is you're up against a lot of challenges when you were in an entrepreneurial situation. The company, the product and the service, well, they're likely not known, or maybe in a really early stage, maybe the product isn't a whole product yet, maybe there are only pieces of it there, or it only has some of the features that you know your audience really wants. And marketing resources are modest, so you have to get super creative. So it is more challenging to do marketing in an entrepreneurial environment. But boy, you’re gonna learn a lot from that. And by learning a lot from that, you can take that into any other company that you’re a part of. So that gives you a little bit about what is marketing and what is entrepreneurial marketing in a nutshell. So let’s start jumping into the lessons learned. One of my favorites really is this idea of the importance of a go-to-market strategy. And you may be asking yourself, well doesn’t everyone have a strategy? The reality is no.

And I’m not gonna mention the companies who don’t, but I’ve been a part of them, I’ve come into them, I’ve advised them. And what you really want to look at is what is the go-to-market strategy gonna be for this organization? Because otherwise you're likely gonna hit a wall. So what is that go-to-market strategy? Well sometimes you'll hear people define it as just really how am I gonna go drive revenue? How am I gonna just, again, create that demand, sell my product? I believe it's much broader. And it really is going back, and to really creating that plan that’s gonna specify how that company is not gonna reach its customers and achieve advantage, but it's gonna include things like what is the product that we're delivering or the service offering, if that's a part of the product. It’s gonna take into factors like pricing and distribution, it’s a much bigger concept, but it’s what aligns an organization. And so when you think about your go-to-market strategy there are key questions that it’s gonna answer. It answers what is the market that we’re gonna pursue? It’s gonna answer, well, what customers in that market are we gonna sell to? What is that actual offering, the product, the service, the combination of product and services, that you’re gonna bring out to your market, to your customers? It’s gonna lay out what are those channels? How are we gonna reach the customer? What’s our sales and distribution model? How is marketing gonna actually create that demand? What’s the price? How much are we gonna charge? And then what is that real positioning? What is that unique value that’s gonna give us that competitive advantage? This gets the whole organization aligned. I've walked into very mature companies, series
D, series Z, well along their journey, and I'll walk in and I'll talk to the marketing team, and say okay, tell me who our target audience is. What are we creating content for? Who are we creating content for? Oh, CTO, definitely the CTO. And I'll walk over to the sales organization and I'll say well who are you selling to? And they'll say, oh, never to the CTO, we really go in, and we try to sell to the developer, or to the engineer.

Oh boy, I've got a disconnect already between those. Then I'll go off to product and I'll ask, and what you start finding is if everyone's not working towards the same market, the same customer, building the same offering, thinking about it in the same way, you're gonna waste resources. And you're gonna find at the end of the day, that you're gonna hit a wall. So definitely things that you need to think about. And so let's dig into what those benefits are. It clarifies that plan and direction for everyone inside. It establishes that path for growth. It maximizes that competitive opportunity. It reduces the time to market because everyone's not going on different swim lanes, everyone's going down the same swim lane. It reduces the costs, it maximizes the profitability, you're not wasting.

It increases the ability to adapt to change. Boy, think about it in your entrepreneurial environment. I've been through a number of companies now where we're going after one direction and yep, we have to change and move to another direction. And that's okay, you're flexible, you're agile, and everything has to move with it. And enables that clear external communication, making sure people know what you're doing. So go-to-market strategy, really key, and don't think that it's something that you can kind of slap on after you've already gotten your product built. Maybe that product isn't right for the actual market you're trying to go after. So recommendation lesson learned, get your go-to-market strategy down, get it down quickly, and get it down early. That's all next lesson, one I'm passionate about, everything we do in global entrepreneurial marketing, it starts with the who. That who is both the target market you're going after, and that individual within the target market that you really need to reach.

And one of the fine things that you'll find is when you really center in on the who, there's so much more you can do with what you're doing as a company. And again, it ties back to the to the go-to-market strategy, it's a really key part of it. So, when you think about the who, when you think about really coming in and aligning on it, there's a real reason for it. Maybe this gets back a little bit to the science. It's that recognition that every market is made up of distinguishable segments of buyers and they have different needs, different buying styles, they have different responses to offers. It's about this idea of thinking outside in, rather than inside out. So, yes it's an art, but there's also a science to it as well. And when you think of the value of segmentation, yeah, it's an alignment, it's a tool that helps us all go together, it improves your decision making. What product is gonna be the right product, that's gonna appeal to that market? What's the right marketing motion for us? What's the right sales motion for us? It enables that better use of resources, just like the go-to market strategy does, super key when you're in an entrepreneurial environment and money's not everywhere, resources aren't everywhere. It makes it easier for us as smaller companies and startups to compete.

It makes it easier to disrupt the market because we're laser focused. You can't be spread all over. And I've had people ask me, well how many target markets should you have? You know, how many target audience you should you have? My answer, get as focused as you can. because at the end of the day, if you're chasing too much, it's not gonna work. Your resources will be spread so thin that nothing actually makes a dent. Now it may be obvious what a target market is versus an audience, but I'm gonna recap it here because a lot of times they do get conflated. The target market is a group of customers that you're going to go after from a business perspective, it's a group The target audience defines that individual that's either gonna buy or use the product. So there is a difference, one kind of nests in under the other. So when you think about your target audience, it's the person, the individual. When you think about your target market it's that whole group.

So I'm gonna give you a couple of frameworks here. When we think about target markets, there is a rubric for finding them. You're looking for where there's a problem or an opportunity, where there's not already a great solution. And that problem or opportunity, the positive side of a problem, is a very high priority relative to others that that same group might spend their money on. You want to make sure that the market would find your offering compelling, so get out, talk to the market. That there's evidence that customers can and will pay. I've also run into the situation where I'll have like the first bullets there, I've got the problem or opportunity, it doesn't have a great solution, it's a high priority, they'd find my offer compelling. And when I get out there and I say, all right, you want to buy it? Oh, you have to spend money on this. Or oh, you're gonna charge that much I'm not interested in that anymore. There is an idea there about getting out and really testing that people will want to pay for it early on, so you definitely want to do that.

And that the market segment is large enough that it can be attractive, that it can actually make a viable business for you. So, to give you a little example, this is from my early days of Twilio. Twilio is so much bigger now and going after so much more. But when we really sat back and we said, what is the problem? It was about integrating communications into web and mobile apps. There wasn't an easy way to do this out there. When you think about where we solved this problem, well, it was with developers and in particular, we sub-segmented the world of developers. And the one we really focused in on were the entrepreneurs, these are developers that code to build a business. We asked ourselves okay, on a scale of one to 10, how big of a problem is? And we felt it really was a 10. And one of the reasons Twilio has been so amazingly successful is it is a company that was built by developers for developers. So we knew the problem.

Our CEO and co-founder understood the problem because he had tried to do this before, integrate communications into a
web or mobile app. The reason it was such a big problem is telecoms, that were a legacy industry, and had such a different vernacular. They were so different in terms of how they operated. Would your offering be compelling? Yes. It was about APIs, the API culture was just really starting and it was something that developers could really use and use easily, their time to value was super fast. Was there evidence they would pay? Yes, because we were already looking at what the telecoms were trying to charge for this, and we knew that we could make it more affordable more interesting, we could make price the differentiator. And was it a large enough segment? Yeah. Think about how many companies could leverage communications into their web and mobile apps to improve their businesses. So we were very very confident about what we had out there. So our target market was developers.

In the earliest days, we were really going after those entrepreneurial developers, developers that were coding to build a business. All right, let's switch over to audience. Meet Misty, Misty is a platform robot. It is a robot that developers can actually build skills for robot applications. And so talk a little bit about the audience, the audience really informs the messaging that you're going to deliver to the market. If you know your audience, if you can get that story right, it informs the demand creation, it informs the sales approach, and it informs the product. And so it's why it's so important to really understand that audience, and to give you another framework, the way as marketers we do that is, you know, we build out personas. Now you may think that a persona is just a B2C, a business to consumer type tool. Well no. You see them used in business to consumer, business to business, B2B world, business to D, business to developers, whatever your target audience, B to X, you're gonna see personas used.

And it's not just a marketing tool. I've actually had in companies where I've had the product management team, the engineering team come to me and say, hey, we really want to understand the persona that we're building for so that we get it right. And so how do you know you're gonna get it right? Well, you're gonna look at the demographics. You're gonna look at the values and fears. You're gonna look at how they learn and they buy. So you really have a great perspective of who this audience, who this individual person is, that's now a part of your world. And the persona templates, super simple, I'm gonna show you what a real example is here. But the one I like to use is all right, I'm gonna identify the name, the title, or description of this individual. I have written prose that describes them, a really easy read.

I've got a photo so that people who are more visual can relate. And then I like to have a boiled down version in my template. I've got the touch points, how they learn and buy, how I reach them, I've got the key motivations, their goals, their fears, their challenges, and then little tidbits about them, that give me a little color, that help me be able to relate to that person. And to give you an example this is from Misty, I introduced you to my little robot there. One of our target audience members was Jeff. He was a pro developer in business. My long prose describes it by day, Jeff works as a developer, software engineer, with a focus on innovation. I won't read the whole thing to you, you don't need to hear my voice that much. But an example of how I tried to bring Jeff to life for anyone that has to create or work with Jeff. And I have my tidbits, and I loved some of my tidbits here.

They were the fact that the desk shows evidence of what he's working on, he speaks at developer conferences. I really tried to bring out a little bit more about his character. So, when you're thinking about your target market, you want to think about a whole bunch of your target audiences and you want to really get to know them. So, know your target market, know the individuals within that market that you have to appeal to, whether it's your product, your marketing effort, or your sales effort. So another lesson that I learned, and I used to think very early in my career, yeah, you had to have a brand. It was like a logo, it was like the colors that you picked out. And yeah, you had to have a brand, you're a company, you had to have a brand. I didn't realize until later in my career the power that a brand can really have. Maybe that's because I was doing a lot of B2B work, and I didn't think of it as much there, probably my peers that were B2C thought about it every day but it finally dawned on me and I got very excited about it. So when you think about a brand, this is the perceived emotional corporate image as a whole.

And why do we emphasize the whole? Well, it is more than a logo, it is more than the color or the fonts that you've picked out. And the brand exists in the mind of consumers. By the way, another word that if you go out and do a Google search on you're gonna find umpteen definitions. But a brand also exists in the mind of the consumer which means it really comes back to how people perceive you. Coming back to that idea of the whole, a brand lives at the intersection of the brand attributes, the logos, the colors, the words that describe it, those are the more marketing-ish things we look at. It's also about the company actions, which is driven by culture and the values. And then it's about the customer experience, and how you really have a customer feel when they go through the complete experience they have with the company. From the time they get to know you, to the time they buy your product, to their ongoing experience with you. Coming back to that idea that your brand lives in the hands of the consumer. Well, that end customer is really gonna be the one that helps shape that brand and projects that brand as they talk about you out there.

And brands are important with a whole variety of audiences that you as an entrepreneur need to care about. It's your prospects, it's your customers, it's your channel partners, it's your employees, it's the investors, it's the market influencers that are out there. The brand influences, but again it's not just the logo, it's all aspects of that brand that are part of that influencing tool. And if you can achieve that really strong brand out there in the market, it is gonna add value to your company. It's gonna require less persuasion for consumers to use other products from your same brand. It can ensure that
it was good, but boy, it's not in your short-term memory, and it's certainly not in your long-term memory. When you think about it, if you just see something once, an ad once, a billboard once, maybe it got into the sensory register if the way through from not really knowing enough to do anything, all the way through to where you purchase or you take that you interact with, whether that is a tool for business or it's a tool for your own personal life, think about how they get you all different than what they might do to create that preference, that liking Think about you now know about a product, you go to strategies, as they work through this whole Hierarchy of Effects. What a company does to create that awareness is gonna be over what else is out there.

And I like to laugh, one of the companies that I think has done an amazing job of building the brand, started well before I got over there, was Twilio. People thought we were five times the size we were. And part of what really drove that, and I like to laugh about it is the power of cotton. We had Twilio t-shirts all over the place. And we as individuals who had coded, had developed our Twilio app, had our red track jacket. And people would see us out there, and was like, oh my gosh you seemed to be everywhere. Well, it was how we deployed our brand out into the marketplace. And that power of the brand was super strong, and it really helped carry the company a long way. This iconic Twilio t-shirt still exists today. And the brand is still stronger than ever.

Coming back to how brands are communicated. In addition to the power of cotton, it's the name, it's the logo, it's the visual grammar. Yes, think colors and fonts and all of that, it's the voice. And I want to just pause on that one a little bit because people forget about the written word, is so much a part of your brand, and how you use that written word, whether it's the customer support tickets that people are responding to, it's the website that you're creating, it's the way you actually talk to customers when you're engaging with them. That voice of the company carries so much power. And then some companies use taglines, everyone has messaging, and marketing really leverages all of these to bring that brand to life. Brands also create bonds with companies. It really is that emotional attachment. Yes, there's an intellectual side of why do I want to use your product or your service, but there's also that emotional side. So your brand is also creating that really tight bond.

And the company that I'm currently the COO of, is a company called mParticle. This is a CDP, a customer data platform, this is a a B2B and a B2D play that we have out there. And one of the things we decided to do was really try to anchor more on the dev-eng audience, and make sure that our brand related to them or relates to them. And one of the first things we did was we went and we looked at all of that messaging. And we really tried to take it to more of a voice and more of a messaging pallet that would appeal not only to the marketers that we appeal to, but also to that dev-eng audience. What does that mean? Well we got rid of the hand wavy stuff, none of the we're the best, we're the greatest, we really try to bring it into centering in on value. And the other thing we've done, just introduced to the world, is a little guy named Higgs. He is a capybara. And what we wanted to do was bring a mascot to life, to soften a little bit of the rough edges of the brand, to warm the brand up. And one of the key things we wanted to do was really think about how do we want people to feel about the brand? And the capybara is an animal that interacts well with everyone, with all the other animals out there.

And part of what we do as a CDP, is we allow people to move their data, bring it in, provide that quality to the data, governance, privacy, apply all those good rules to it, and then allow them to take it out to lots of different destinations, partner destinations, capybara seemed right on target for that. So brands are powerful, brands can do a lot for a company. And think about it early. Sometimes people will think, we'll worry about all that branding stuff once we have a product in market. Every day that you waste, every day that you don't have your brand established, you've wasted the time, you've wasted the energy of a lot of the efforts you've already got out there. All right, creating demand. This is a part that a lot of people really think is yes, this is what marketing does. You create that demand in the market, and it is, it's very important. It's not the only thing but it's very important. It is one part art, and one part science.

So let's start off with the science. There's something that's called the Hierarchy of Effects. It's been around for a long time. I by no means invented it, I've borrowed it, I've leveraged it, all great art is a replication of former art. But when you think about the Hierarchy of Effects, it really describes that world of I have no idea who your company is or what your products are. Oh, you're an entrepreneur, guess what? That's the world you live in. And then you bring it down to I have to drive awareness but awareness isn't enough. I need the people, that target audience I'm going after, to really get the knowledge about it. And once they've got knowledge, now I can get them to where they like it. And then I've got to have them have preference for it over what else is out there.

And then I gotta drive that conviction. And then I've got to drive to purchase or action. If it's signing up as an example. The other thing you'll hear about this, we'll call it the funnel, and we'll talk about how awareness consideration and our action are driven. But this is really core to creating demand. And guess what? Companies use different tactics, different strategies, as they work through this whole Hierarchy of Effects. What a company does to create that awareness is gonna be different than what they might do to create that preference, that liking Think about you now know about a product, you go to their website, maybe they have a freemium offer, from that freemium offer, and after you've used it, then they communicate with you about here's how you might upgrade, all different tactics. I challenge you to think about what the different companies you interact with, whether that is a tool for business or it's a tool for your own personal life, think about how they get you all the way through from not really knowing enough to do anything, all the way through to where you purchase or you take that action. It'll start driving you a little bit nuts, I guarantee you. The other part of the science is how perceptions are formed. When you think about it, if you just see something once, an ad once, a billboard once, maybe it got into the sensory register if it was good, but boy, it's not in your short-term memory, and it's certainly not in your long-term memory.
As marketers, not only are we trying to move you through the Hierarchy of Effects, we're trying to get into that long-term memory, because that's where the real value is. Because once you're in that long-term memory, you're gonna be word of mouth for me. You're gonna go out and talk about me and really help others to know about me. Or you're gonna decide to use me on your own. Maybe you didn't need me when you first learned about me but now you really do need my product or my offering. To get people into that long-term memory, it's all about that strength, that repetition, getting it to a point where that signal strength is so strong, that the consistency and frequency of knowing about me is so much there, that now I am a part of your long-term memory. So another piece of the science, so you're gonna think about how do I move people through the Hierarchy of Effects, And I go to think about how do I get you in that long-term memory, so there's that retrieval, that word of mouth power that comes. And by the way, the brand is a big part of this as well. This isn't art or science, this is just common business sense. When you're thinking about creating demand, you got to make sure that the lifetime value, LTV, is greater than CAC, the customer acquisition cost.

If you don't do that, if you have the flip, you're gonna end up in a situation where there's just not a business model that works. You're gonna see a little sock puppet down there. And some of you may have heard of this thing called the Dot Com Bust, ages ago. But companies were getting money, they were getting funded, they were getting excited, they were putting a lot of marketing out there, and they failed to have the lifetime value greater than the CAC, and they disappeared. Sock puppet was with the Pets company that was delivering pet products out to people, really good concept, but because they didn't get the business model right, it unfortunately didn't last. All right, one last piece of let's call it the science side of this, we'll call it the strategy side of it. When you're creating demand, you do have to take a strategic approach. This isn't just about random tactics that are cool. Oh, I want to have a Facebook page or yeah, yeah, you know, let's go out and let's do a little bit of PR out there. You have to start with the who, are we trying to reach? And once we really understand who our target audience is, in the target market we're going after, then we talk about what we're trying to accomplish, what our objectives are, we want to think about what our strategy is to be able to get to there.

Then we want to think about where we're gonna reach them as a part of that strategy. Then we think about what we're gonna say. What is that messaging that we need to project? But it all comes back to a strategic approach, a strategic approach not only with everything that I'm gonna use to create demand, but actual individual tactics as well. And when I'm going about trying to reach people, there's kind of two flavors of doing it. There's inbound and there's outbound. The outbound is more what we've been used to as marketing, kind of pushes the message out there. It's really talking about me, me, me, and you have to do some of that, it's part of marketing. The inbound is what I think we've all as consumers or recipients of marketing have come to appreciate a lot, which is it's really more about that pull,. it's about drawing my audience into me. It's about really thinking about what's gonna be useful to them, and it's not interruptive, that outbound stuff, yeah, it tends to be a little more interruptive and this will all make more sense when you think about the tactics associated with each.

Inbound's that content marketing, we're not talking a seller sheet, we're talking about really good useful information, the top five ways of doing X. It's about search engine optimization, influencer marketing, the social media marketing. And then outbound's all that stuff we've traditionally looked at. It's the PR, it's the AR, public relations, analyst relations, it's advertising, direct mail, webinars, read the list, they're all out there, we all know them. The art is picking the right ones for the audience, being strategic about it. What am I gonna use of those tactics for the awareness? What am I gonna use for the consideration? What am I gonna use to drive that action? Lay it horizontally, but as a whole lot like that Hierarchy of Effects that we talked about. And this is art, it is getting to know for my audience what the right tactics are gonna be. So another one of my lessons learned, demand is part art, it's part science, you have to do it well. And this is really the heart of driving that growth and driving that revenue. All right, last lesson learned, painful lesson.

Somehow I left the world of Twilio and ended up in the world of personal robots. And they're awesome in terms of the technology, by the way, it's a super cool area to be in, but it's really hard. Hardware is hard, software is hard, hardware and software together, super hard. Great marketing does not replace product market fit. We tried. So the company I worked for was Jibo and Jibo was this amazing, it was the world's first personal robot. We had an amazing roboticist, Cynthia, who really came up with this construct. And we really thought we had a shot at this market. Our industrial design was fantastic, the concept was really good, this idea of having a robot in your home you can interact with, that would help you, that could help engage you, to help make you laugh, but also help you get really important stuff done, it was the largest Indiegogo crowdfunding campaign of the time. We were like, there is definitely a market out there for this.

We had passionate early adopters people that loved this robot, and really embraced the robot as a member of the family. And we had fantastic marketing. We made the cover of Time Magazine as one of the 25 best inventions. And we were number one, we got the centerfold. We were all so excited. But we ran into the problem that the robot was coming out just about the time that this thing called a smart speaker was coming out. And those smart speakers, which are all over your home, pick your flavor, had a lot more utility. And it made people feel like, well it's a social robot, but it should still have the same utility of an Alexa, right? And we didn't. We had not been able to yet build out that full portfolio of skills. And unfortunately, we had to close the company down.

But as an entrepreneur, as you know, that is part of it, that can happen. But you want to guard against it. So why do great ideas fail? And there's so many of them that are out there. Well, it may be that it's a nice to have, but not compelling. That
But at the time, it was before its time. There was no market for the product, the market wasn't big enough. I think we could have overcome that, we had enough ideas about where this could be compelling, that if we could have gotten the skills, I think we could have done it. Another element was the marketing off, I don't think so, I think we had the right marketing. The product doesn't work, well no, the product worked. It just didn't have the utility. And then there are always gonna be things out of your control. This is a great checklist if you're an entrepreneur, go back and look at it. Am I building a product that is destined to fail, or can I overcome these items? Now, this is my last lesson. So I didn't want to end up on a very sad note.

The good news is Jibo is back. Jibo is not part of the original company, but the assets were picked up by NTT distribution. Jibo is making another run of it out in the world. It's an amazing interaction, go to the website, check it out, you'll see what Jibo is about. But not all stories have to end on a sad note. Luckily for us, Jibo is back. But originally, we did not have the product market fit and we did have to close the doors of our entrepreneurial operation. So your mission, define your go-to-market strategy, do it early, do it at the beginning, don't hit the wall. Get the product right for your audience, told you it all starts with the who. Get the marketing right for your audience.

And then create a brand that's relatable by your audience. All right, that's it, that's all I got, those are your lessons. I will turn it back to you, Ravi. - That was awesome, thank you. 00:37:18,323 That was a fantastic overview. And for me, it left me wanting more. So again, if this teases you or it whets your appetite, there's 20 sessions behind this, if you want to dive in deeper check out Global Entrepreneurial Marketing, next year. I'm gonna open up to to the students that have a bunch of questions. And so I'm gonna prioritize the students first. And then I may ask a couple of questions too as well.

But Brian right now is the most upvoted question. What do you think about most people having a negative view of marketing, especially exploiting people's psychology to sell them what they wouldn't want to buy? What percent of marketers do you think would care about customers over profitability? - Yeah, this is a great question. 00:38:06,331 I'm gonna answer this in two ways. The first way I'm gonna answer it is this is where ethics come into play. And this has been, I think super important, in what we've been doing here at Stanford as well, is really looking at ethics across everything that we do. And when I think about marketers, marketers do need to learn and understand what that ethical behavior is all about, and really think about what are they doing as a marketer and make sure they don't cross that line. So I think that this whole idea of ethical marketing is a important thing for any marketer to really learn. What is my personal opinion, yeah, companies do go over that line, and they will unfortunately put, hey I want to really make money, and so I'm gonna put my ambitions as a company, because I have shareholders, I have investors, I gonna put it ahead of what I think is really right for my market and for my audience. So they're always gonna be bad eggs out there. The other way I'm gonna answer this is welcome to my life.

I walk into a Stanford classroom of all these engineers and it's like all right, I want to see a show of hands who thinks marketing has value? I can tell you that not a lot of hands go up, and that's always part of my job then during those 20 sessions is get you from where you think it has no value and it's all that fluffy stuff or sadly stuff that is inappropriate from an ethical perspective, to where you know how to go out and drive marketing in a way that's ethical, in a way that makes sense for the business, and it is always finding that balance, that's a great question. - Is there an example of that Lynda, 00:39:37,606 I'm just double clicking on the question, and just diving a bit deeper, because one of the takeaways from the talk is economics. You need to make sure that you have a business model that's balanced. And so I think there is this takeaway that it needs to be profitable, but if that profitability comes at odds with your principles, how do you reconcile the two? And I don't know if there's an example that you can share where there might've been a tension between your principles and what was profitable, or how you navigated through that process. - Yeah, you know what I can say is being in the... 00:40:08,710 A lot of my career was in the B2B world. And then I moved to the B2D or business to developer world. And in the B2B world, I would say that I never ran into an example in my companies where what we were doing was wrong for our customers. And so I was very lucky that way. I will say we had one company where we did have to look at what are our practices at the end of a quarter and closing a quarter.

You used to hear about in the old days where software actually came on a disc, gold disc deals to get a quarter close. I have seen that in business and we did bring that back. We had to bring that back because we were a publicly traded company. But I've been very lucky not to have seen people crossing the line in terms of what they're doing to customers. I will say I have observed, and I don't want to say company names, because they've not companies I've been associated with, but I have seen in the B2C world where it's really easy to do that. And I think you're seeing a lot of questions around this especially with forming young kids' associations. You're seeing a lot of question, I mean it's you know, without saying a name of a company, there's been a lot of question about even in the product development, are we developing children's dolls in a way that is gonna make them feel good about their own personal images? So I think in the B2C world, it is much easier to cross that line. And then a company has to question why are they in business? Are they feeling good about how they're in that business? - And does it come back to then your values 00:41:39,371 which is ultimately your brand? Because ultimately, I think isn't it articulating what your values really are in the beginning and having that be informing part of your brand and making that decision. - Yeah, so agree with that. 00:41:54,550 And I'm passionate about the whole idea of value building and building values.
And I have worked in organizations where it was, shoot, where's that card from HR? I know we have values, I just got to find that card and find out what they were on the back. Because they weren't a part of how we operated. And I have worked with companies where the values were taken so seriously that they actually did drive the business. They were the underpinnings of how the company operated. As entrepreneurs, you get to make that choice. And so another thing I would say is don't wait to select your values until way down stage, oh, I guess we big enough now, we need to have values. They can be such powerful tools for building the brand, but for building your organization, hiring the right people, making the right choices as you're pointing out. Which seems to me I think we need to have at Stanford, we need to have an ethical marketing course. I think there's a new opportunity there we need to build. - Yeah, I think we have to decide that, 00:42:47,820 we have to figure out the marketing for that too, to make sure that it's something that will appeal to people.

But I agree, I think packaging that will be important in understanding of that. And I couldn't be more regarding the values. I'm gonna go to the next question. The next question is, social media has likely made marketing far easier than ever before. Does this mean marketing is more competitive now? How do companies market in a way to stand out in a crowded social platform? - Wow, all right, 00:43:16,620 this is a great question as well. I sadly can say that I knew what marketing was before social and what it's been after. Some of you may not believe that, but I would say that social has actually made marketing both easier and harder. One of the reasons that it's made it harder is the fact that I have so many more platforms that I can go out on, and coming back to the audience, I need to make sure that I'm going out on the platforms that they're really engaging in. I also have to recognize that quite frankly, people are on social not because they want to see my advertisements or see me promoting myself or my company, they really will only embrace me if I'm a part of that community. Now, yes, there is an advertising element.

We all use these platforms to do advertising but if I really embrace social in the way it's meant to be, that inbound mechanism, it's about becoming a part of the community understanding what I can share without going all salesy, all marketing on people. So it's actually it's so real, it's hard. So it's actually by you know coming on board, yeah, it's made it easier, but it's also hard. It's a real discipline that you have to get to understand. On the easier side, what I would say it has done is it has given me additional avenues. Everyone is on one social platform or the next, so I can't ignore it as a tool that's out there. What I have seen companies wrongly do, is they'll automatically say like, and to use a platform, I need a Facebook page. All right, why do you need a Facebook page? Well, everyone has a Facebook page, you gotta be on Facebook to be a company. You really want to go back to the strategic aspects of this. And you want to really go back to the audience.

What is it we're trying to accomplish? Are they on that platform? How do they use that platform? And what's my right engagement means on that? Did I get all of that question, there were a lot of nuances to that. - Oh I think, that was a deep question, 00:45:37,744 but I thought that was a deep answer too. Just to probe on that, last week we had Justin Kahn who was talking about how he's really excited. I'm asking this because I know you're getting also involved in crypto, but he was very excited about the possibility of creating these community owned ventures, where crypto is enabling the users to be the owners. And I don't know if that's a theme that also you're seeing or if that shifts what marketing means when your customers and your owners are combined or, yeah. - Yeah, so you know let's kind of pull the word ownership, 00:45:47,340 kind of pull it apart. When I build a community for my customers, and this is something we do actively do, especially for reaching developers. What I really want to think about is all those people that are in our community are actually owners. There may be no financial transaction in the community, but they own the brand of that community.

They are such an important part. So in my marketing effort, what I have to really understand is what are the needs of my community members? What's gonna be important to provide value to them? How do I incorporate those engagement opportunities that are really gonna make them want to stick and be a part of the community? So when I think of the word, owners, no matter what community I stand up, I want to think of everyone as an owner. Now, if there is a financial transaction that occurs, that there's a financial reason why people are involved as owners in that community, I think one, it brings up that ethical question again, because I need to make sure that the way that community is embracing and interacting with us, with each other, is done in an ethical fashion. I also need to again, think about when I'm thinking about the audience, I need to think about you know what is the nature of this financial transaction that is going on? I mean is it their like lifblood, they're depending on this for their retirement years, or is this just kind of a side thing that they're doing, and it's kind of just fun. I need to understand the motivations of that community and that financial transaction to do right by them and to set up the right dynamics that are occurring in that community. But when you are setting up a community as a part of your marketing effort, you need to really think again about that audience but also, you know ownership. If they're gonna be engaged, they feel ownership, they feel ownership to the brand, they feel ownership to that community. - That's great.

00:47:39,160 The next question is what would you say has been your favorite example of entrepreneurial marketing that you've seen in the past couple of years? - Well yeah, I am gonna kind of step back very honestly, 00:47:51,247 into my role at Twilio. Twilio was just a wonderful experience on so many levels.

But the entrepreneurial marketing, we were really pioneering what was going on in the world of APIs, developers, developer evangelism. And I had an amazing partner to work with, my head of developer evangelism at the time. And we really were able to build up what that construct was of how do you get out into a developer community? How do you become a part of the community, and that's why I hate the word developer marketing, it's really more about how do I create that outreach. And I think Twilio, their entrepreneurial marketing, and it started you know quite frankly, well before I got into it, I just had the opportunity to add some polish to it. But what was being done to really interact with developers, we you had
some amazing guerrilla marketing that was how the power of cotton really got started out there. Think go to South by Southwest, have a Gatling gun for t-shirts and you’re getting your swag out there. I mean, there’s some brilliant gorilla marketing moves that were made in the earliest days. So I’m still very passionate about the entrepreneurial marketing that you really saw with Twilio. ’Cause it was just pushing so many new boundaries out into a target audience and target market that really was only just starting to be worked as an audience and as a market. - Terrific.

00:49:17,670 Next question, there’s a lot of questions, so we’re not gonna get through everything in time, ’cause I’m gonna try to rush through them if I can - 'cause I’m gonna try to rush through them if I can - They’re good. 00:49:23,080 - It’s a sign of a lot of interests, 00:49:24,710 so that was a terrific talk. The next question is on a scale of one to 10, how much have algorithmic prediction models changed the marketing playing field, both in content and outreach for you since you began your career? More importantly, what do you predict will be the last human remnants of value to marketing moving forward? - Well, okay, boy, lots of great question in a question. 00:49:50,590 I think that when you think about how we are all now using the algorithms in our marketing, that’s why you saw a funny expression on my face, is like you know, back when I started marketing, I didn’t even know what an algorithm was for marketing, it just wasn’t a part of it. So it’s made a huge dynamic shift. I think where you see it again, it really is, the places where I think it’s the strongest are in the, I’m gonna say B2C, business to consumer, but product led growth also is a big part of it. I think anywhere where you have that constant interaction with customers, you need to understand how they’re thinking, you need to understand how you leverage the very precious data you have in a very ethical fashion, to be able to offer them value. I think it’s changed the full dynamic. And that is part of what we’re working on, quite frankly, when you think about a customer data platform, this really is an infrastructure layer that enables a company to really leverage that very precious data that they have in the most intelligent way. I think it has a role in business to business as well. But again, I think it’s where business to business, has very interactive activity with their customers, it’s not a I bought it five years ago, I see you in five when we have to renew the contract.

So I think the most impact it has is where you have that frequent interaction with customers. But it’s night and day from where I started my career in terms of what we can do with data. Now, I think coming back to our ethical conversation, the thing as marketers we all have to embrace and understand is that this data we have is very personal data, and it is what we are using to be able to predict how we should interact with a customer in an organization. So the privacy, the governance, the being respectful of this data, I think is super important. And I think that’s gonna be the next dimension of this. First dimension was we had none. Second dimension is, oh, good, like kids toy store, a candy store, look at it, we got it, what are we gonna do with it? Let’s start playing with it. And this next phase that we’re really going into is how do we do this in a way that is appropriate? And how do we also use AI in a way that we are not biasing it by our own thoughts and interactions. And this also ties back to kind of the ethical conversation. There are a lot of steps that we have to take now to really understand that and embrace that.

And I do think, you had used, I think the word was, the last of the human era, you know I’m now playing in the world of robotics as well. And I think we are gonna come to a place where there is more of a robotic type of a use of this data that’s going out there. - Final question we have time for 00:52:30,650 is how have you prevented or solved a disconnect with companies that have different perspectives on their target market and audience? - Yeah, that’s super interesting. 00:52:42,480 Really, that framework that I gave you earlier on in the presentation, that really simple little table, what I have done is I have sat down and said, all right, you’ve got a target market you think is right, you’ve got a target market, okay, let’s really dig in and get to a level of detail other than what you just saw in that single slide, of, is there really an opportunity here that someone else hasn’t solved for? let’s dig into that and let’s dig into it for each of the markets. How big is the pain point? Okay, let’s really look at it. So I’ll use that framework very specifically to look at each of the markets and then we’ll have a conversation once we have enough of that information out there, we’ll have that conversation, and then you’ll start seeing people get some reasonability about it. The other thing I have seen is there may be two, call it two target markets, that are really actually very similar, they both have a real need. Then it’s just a matter of what can you do from a resource perspective? The thing we have to always remember as well, that when you pick a target market, it has impacts beyond just my marketing effort. It can impact the product, it can impact the services that we need to offer. So it's expensive.

So then you have to really kind of sit down and say, all right if there are two that are really really strong, maybe we we pick one and then follow with the other, or if we could do both, how do we do it in a way that we do it effectively enough that we can penetrate the market? (upbeat music)..